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Apollo 11 launched from Cape Kennedy on July 16 1969
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Additional flight objectives included scientific exploration by the lunar module, or LM, crew; deployment of a television camera to transmit signals to Earth; 
and deployment of a solar wind composition experiment, seismic experiment package and a Laser Ranging Retroreflector. During the exploration, the two 
astronauts were to gather samples of lunar-surface materials for return to Earth. They also were to extensively photograph the lunar terrain, the deployed 
scientific equipment, the LM spacecraft, and each other, both with still and motion picture cameras. This was to be the last Apollo mission to fly a 
"free-return" trajectory, which would enable, if necessary, a ready abort of the mission when the combined command and service module/lunar module, or 
CSM/LM, prepared for insertion into lunar orbit. The trajectory would occur by firing the service propulsion subsystem, or SPS, engine so as to merely circle 
behind the moon and emerge in a trans-Earth return trajectory.
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